NOTIFICATION REGARDING PHYSICAL OPENING OF THE UNIVERSITY

Dear Students,

The session for Academic Year 2020-2021 for existing students started from August 4, 2020 in online mode and was scheduled to start from September 10, 2020 for the First year Students. This is to inform you that MHA, Govt. of India, vide their notification no. 40-3/2020-DM-I(A), dated 29 August 2020, has instructed Educational institutions to remain closed for physical classes for all the students till 30 September 2020.

In view of the above, it is recommended that the tentative date of physical opening of University for all the students (new students and existing) be scheduled from Thursday, 01 October 2020. Online classes for existing students will continue till 30 September 2020.

It is mandatory to follow all precautionary advisory issued by UGC and Govt. of India like use of masks, social distancing and sanitization norms etc.

Dr. Rekha Vig
Dy. Dean-Academics (UG Studies)